Symbols are the Language of Light
Cross of Matter
Individual Consciousness
The essence of working with the cross is to find a balance between the horizontal and vertical
life. The horizontal being ‘normal’ everyday life, the vertical being alignment with the soul or
higher purpose. When you are centred and balanced you are able to RESPOND rather than
REACT to life’s challenges. When the horizontal and vertical arms of the cross are in alignment
you become a clear vessel for soul force.
Symbols are the language of the Soul. Therefore holding the symbol of the cross in your awareness, either
in meditation or as you go about your daily life helps to instil natural balance and harmony, whilst also
opening communication with your own inner guidance.
Visions of Reality contemplation cards and images cultivate awareness of your physical, emotional and
mental imbalances, encouraging physical well-being, emotional harmony and uplifting thought patterns.
They bring your mind to a point of stillness and prepare the way for alignment with higher purpose.
Three primary energy streams in the form of suits – Light (mental body), Love (emotional body), and Power
(physical) – form the foundation for establishing peace and harmony in yourself and your life. One
additional suit (rainbow) unites all three and introduces the light of the Soul, the causal body.
Semi-circle of the Soul
Group Consciousness
The Soul is at once a transmitter and a receiver of light and acts as an intermediary
between Spirit (the full circle) and matter (the cross). When the Soul is turned towards
Spirit, as denoted by an upturned semi-circle, it is a receptacle for Divine Will. When
turned about it directs its light as a radiatory force towards matter. Understanding the
nature of the Soul through these two functions is key to integrating Spirit with matter; the language of
symbol being the medium through which this understanding may be awakened.
The One Soul has many ‘bodies’ through which it may gain multiple experiences of life in physical
existence. This is hard for the ego to comprehend as it wishes to have its own soul, thereby making it
special. “It is not ‘my soul,’ I am a fragment of It.” Group consciousness is, therefore, the nature of the
Soul. Forming physical groups aligned with Soul purpose occur effortlessly, through natural selection. It is
the clarion call of the Soul which draws to its light those who would manifest its presence, not individuals
forming groups based on belief systems.
Receive
If we as individuals adopt the receptive aspect of the soul, letting go of our ego wants
and needs, and surrender to that which is our true nature, then, as body and Soul
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unite, we become pure vessels for Spirit to flow through us into matter; the radiatory function of the Soul
is thus ignited naturally.
Shine
The diagram opposite illustrates the radiatory nature of the Soul whilst also showing
more than one ‘body’; this is group consciousness. When individuals choose to align
with the Soul they begin to emanate its light, which in turn, not only attracts those of
similar resonance, but increases the presence of Spirit within matter; the whole process is accumulative
and shows how, through this alignment, one individual may benefit the many.
Stillness Speaks invites the light of the soul by introducing a pathway to expanded awareness, where every
choice in life carries with it the intention of aligning with higher purpose. Three primary streams of energy
(suits) encourage you to refine your thought processes (Doorways), open your heart to compassionate
understanding (Journeys of the Soul) and awaken your mind to cosmic consciousness (Songs of the
Cosmos). The fourth suit, ‘Synthesis,’ uniting all three suits, gives birth to the authentic Self where cosmic
consciousness finds expression in your daily life.
Circle of Spirit
Unity Consciousness
Spirit is boundless. It embraces and infiltrates all vibrations and all realities. Its nature is
Unity. Entering this realm highlights the inadequacy of using symbol to describe that which
is indescribable, for how can ‘something’ that is boundless be symbolised by a shape
having a clear boundary?
Symbols are the language of light, not light itself; they are the word not the One who issues the word. And
yet, if we fully understand the second premise in the opening sentence, then we know they are also Light
as well as the Word; both Singer and the song. Such is the paradox of Truth.
Through contemplation of symbols and their interaction with each other we may gain
direct knowing of that which cannot be known; we can ‘be’ the Singer and the song. The
beauty of symbols is they enable the most profound nature of reality to be understood in
such a way that we become it. Nothing is taught yet everything is known - in a moment!
The ‘circle’ diagrams above show the paradoxical nature of Spirit; one is No-thing, the
other All; one empty, the other full.
The symbol opposite is the astrological glyph for the planet earth. Look at the components
within it. A circle, being also two semi circles and an equal armed cross. Here we have in
one symbol, body (cross) Soul, including receptive and radiatory functions (2 semi-circles)
and Spirit (circle) - Spirit, Soul and matter united. There is nothing more to be said – the
symbols say it all!
Nature’s Way instils wholeness and well-being, with each card featuring natural elements found in the
subtle realms of the nature kingdom (devas) married to sacred geometric symbol. The devic kingdom holds
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the Divine Blueprint for the perfection of form on every level, as does sacred geometry, which is how each
card, complete in its own right, presents you with the opportunity to embody the Ultimate in spiritual
perfection.
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